be encountered and upon which rest the suc-
cess of the whole undertaking.

Fishing, legacies and such, as we know
them in relation to the modern school, are
anachronisms which may well disappear if we
overthrow the desire for further schooling, school
classes and lectures. If the adult is to be educated, a
method must be found which is based upon the ac-
cepted conception of a school as to set it apart
from the measure of an average student, a subject
of the prescribed pill is what is needed but it
must be sugar-coated.

PROPOSED POINTS

FOR FIELD DAY

AIR distribution of points allotted to Field Day points has been a most question of con-
tinuity since the ritual was first inaugurated back in
1901. At that time, a thirty-nine years that the lower
class struggle has taken place, freshmen have
found victory with relative only since then, and
while there are those who would advance the theory
that twenty percent of wins is the desired end are most desirable. And it

is free to employ his allegedly non-existing

knowledge.

Rumors have it that it all started one dark
night in this paper, and that his signature is only
appear that the official interpreter of (bed)
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